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Need a lift?  Call the Giant!
1-800-52-GIANT  ESTABLISHED IN 1972

One Look and You’ll Agree.... That If It’s Not A GIANT LIFT, It’s Not The Best!

Vertical Reciprocating Conveyors

Multiple levels
Quick lead times
Low maintenance
Fabricated in-house
Competitive pricing
Fully tested
Best service
Fast turn around

* Many applications:
  Mezzanines
  Thru-floors
  Parts departments
  Warehouse storage
  Files/records storage
  Supermarkets
  Furniture retailers
  Manufacturing facilities
  Self-Storage facilities
  Maintenance facilities
  Funeral homes

Member of NAEC
WHY BUY GIANT LIFT?

EXPERIENCE - Giant Lift has been engineering and manufacturing specialty lifts since it’s incorporation in 1972. Thus, our most popular models RJS (single frame), RJS-2 (double frame) and RJST (telescopic) have been on the market for over three decades and for decades to come. While there have been some improvements, what your customer gets is a quality proven, pretested piece of equipment that will last. Being in the VRC business from the ground floor, our seasoned knowledge of addressing tens of thousands of applications allows us to serve you best by helping fit the application with a product that works best. A majority of our employees have been on the job for over twenty years each.

ENGINEERING - Giant Lift was founded on the principle of sound safe engineering. To provide your customer with a dependable product that will operate safely as designed for decades to come with low maintenance. All final design work is computer aided. We quote and engineer each job on the individual specifications of the application. Giant Lift uses our vast engineering capability and experience toward a positive “can do” attitude and will work with you to offer the customer what they actually need - not make you pick from what we have. We will not over spec or oversell to promote an overpriced piece of equipment that will not sell. We understand you need something that will do the job safely and will work with low maintenance and a low frequency of return trips to the site and comply with ASME/ANSI B20.1
**SELF-RELIANCE** - We at Giant Lift design every job in house. We do all of our manufacturing right here at our facility in North Hampton, New Hampshire. We manufacture all of our mechanical parts from Guide Wheels, Ram Heads, Safety Devices, Chain Load Rollers, Gland Nuts, Stuffing Boxes, Reservoirs, Anchor Blocks, Chain Rods, Enclosures, Gates, Side Thrust Rollers, Piston Clamps and even the Piston itself, right here at our facility. Our own factory electrician also designs and assembles the control panels. This not only allows us complete quality control, but eliminates dependence on third parties which limits design parameters and affects control over lead times. We have unmatched self-reliance in our industry and this allows us to provide you with a unit we are proud of on time. Also in the event of a customer needing a part quickly, we do not have to figure out who we bought it from and when we can get another. We made it! We stock it! And it remains available to you immediately.

**INVESTMENT** - Even though we engineer, manufacture and ship a higher quality tested and proven piece of equipment, we are extremely competitive even with the lighter duty units available. We realize that when a customer is about to purchase their first VRC, the high quality and experience has it’s merits, but they still focus on the bottom line, especially in this economy. Making our own mechanical parts on our CNC lathes and doing our electrical work in house as well as testing the units to ensure the highest quality and lowest need for call backs in the field, helps keep our costs down and allows us to price aggressively.

---

**Cab Options**

- Roll up doors
- Freight style folding gates

All our cabs can incorporate electrically interlocked gates and doors exceeding the Requirement of ANSI/ASME B20.1

We offer a variety of cab variations and access patterns with electrically interlocked gates and doors (or dual safety chains with snap hooks when gates are not required)

* manually roll up doors
* Freight style folding gates
* single or double swing
* counter-weight vertical acting gates

Safety signage supplied for all landings and on the platform.

---

**RJS-2 Double Frame**

Vertical Reciprocating Conveyor

Double Frame Vertical Reciprocating Conveyors are specifically designed for vertical movement of a large, bulky, heavy material from one elevation to another. Requires minimal floor space and easily installed. The model RJS-2 can be surface mounted or placed in a shallow pit. Our RJS-2 model comes with all the same safety features as the RJS model. The RJS-2 has 2 pistons each with dual ANSI chains.

Customer shaft, our expanded metal gates Bi-parting double swing electro-mechaincally interlocked

---

**RJST Model**

Telescopic Reciprocating Conveyor

RJST - Telescopic Vertical Reciprocating Conveyor requires less usage of floor space on the second level and the floor opening area can be utilized by installing hinged metal doors. The optional bow type openers installed on the RJST automatically raise overhead doors.

Our RJST model comes with all the same safety features as the RJS model.

---

To the right is an example of our pendant station supplied with our RJST Model.

NEMA 4, keylocked
Message from the President/CEO: I, Joseph Fitzgerald, founder and owner, started this company in 1972 and GIANT LIFT has been committed to manufacturing the highest quality products possible. GIANT LIFT has both the manufacturing facilities, the people and the knowhow to handle virtually any type of design/manufacturing assignment. Our biggest assets are the pride our staff takes in their work. High technology, computer-aided design techniques, and years of expertise have enabled us to develop equipment that fits a customer’s operation.

GIANT LIFT has tens of thousands of lifts worldwide. Visit our website: GiantLift.com to see a partial list of our customers.

Contact Info

Mailing address:
PO Box 626, North Hampton, NH 03862

Physical address:
185 Lafayette Road, North Hampton, NH 03862

Ph: 800-52-GIANT (800-524-4268)
603-964-5127
Fax: 603-964-9263

www.GiantLift.com

Joseph Fitzgerald, President & CEO
Donna Porter, Executive VP of Sales
Donna@giantlift.com

In addition to our extensive Vertical Reciprocating Conveyor line, Giant Lift also manufactures:
vertical wheelchair lifts, mobile cranes, fork lift maintenance lifts, dumbwaiters and dumpers.
A few examples are shown below

Luber Lift - forklift maintenance lift

Life Lift - wheelchair lift

GMC - mobile crane

To the right is an example of VRC in customer supplied shaft with bi-parting electro-mechanically interlocked landing doors.

Giant Lift can also build to fit existing shafts where old elevators are too costly to replace or repair.